Someone here who doesn’t love a zombie—
Creepy dead things feasting on people’s brains.
At times I wish we hadn’t thought them up
And let them wander all throughout our minds.
Someone here who actually likes zombies—
Crazy person who has no sense of fear.
Do you not know how creepy these things are?
Do you not see how they rip off the flesh?
It is not pretty and it is not sweet,
To maim someone and ingest their insides.
I’m thoroughly disgusted at the thought.
I can’t imagine flesh even tastes good;
With all the fat and high cholesterol,
The zombies would get sick from just one bite.
Which perhaps wouldn’t be so bad a thing.
It might put them off flesh once and for all.
And that would be a plus for the whole world--
As long as that first bite was not from me.